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Soaring Eagle 666 wrote:
Jack wrote:I believe that transgender I.e a man who believes he is a woman is an
idea legitimized and created by Jews of which I have evidence of.
The idea of being transgender cannot have been created by the jews because
there are children who could tell you exactly what it means to be "transgender"
without even knowing the word!
When they grow up, and learn about the jewish-run LGBT community, they learn
all the nonsense like "non-binary" and "gender doesn't exist". Those are jewcreated ideas because nobody could tell you about them without having first
been told by the jews.
However, if children can describe the feeling of being transgender without
reading, seeing, or hearing about it, then that information did not come from an
external source, including, but not limited to, the jews.
They are after the children as children can be easily convinced of anything and are
innocent. There are stories where children suddenly "Find out" that they are
transgender because when they say they are a girl at school when they are a boy
this gives them attention or whatever stuff like this.
This is just jewish promoted mental illness heaped on children. They are after
them to brainwash them and recruit them into the Jew Marxist GBLTQI+++ army
for future soldiering in the so called "Rights community", and to create
experiments out of them.
This has reached the point that they abduct children from parents and force
hormones down their throat simply because a child was pre-occupied with an
idea. If they are SO convinced, then let them grow in age of sanity and decide
henceforth. In the cases where this is for real, this is going to persist well into
adulthood.
But they aren't going to wait are they...The Jews want to destroy goyim fast and

also, they want to make shekels and experimentation as quickly as possible.
Children can believe all sorts of things and to take their words as a so called
"factual" self diagnosis of an underlying gender issue is just absurd. Children can
see stuff in TV and be convinced they are a hero of a kid show or whatever.
I believed I was to be spiderman when I was 4 to 5 because I bought a comic,
other girls believe they are barbie or something, and others princesses. If you ask
them, they are "Convinced" of it. Kikes be like "Oh please your kid should become
barbie, you have no rights to question it goy! Your kid's gonna be barbie now lets
start with facial reconstruction surgery".
People see that shit and then people ask how one can have any bias against this
modern Jewish community which is run by kikes top to bottom, and why they
have suspicion or something. It's because maybe I believe NAMBLA and other
things such as the above should not exist, AT ALL.
There is no point to even explain this and no reason to recoil, the above is
murderous, insane and immoral. The fact that some people believe the above is
"Fundamental" to their rights is also a lie and a jewish boomerang that will return
and hit them on the head. Modern Marxist GBLT with all the spectacles should be
called "The fast way to lose your rights and credibility in modern society that you
have gained".
Satanists should not ally themselves with the modern values of this worthless
mess, these people are insane and they are not advocating for rights respectfully
within society, within a spectrum of sanity and respect. We have to be as much as
we can out of this.
The fact that the above is seen in suspicion is not rocket science it's because the
above is socially destructive, criminal, and as time goes, it's not looking good at all
with the "advancement" of the jewish control of this agenda. People read news
articles and they cringe to their bones about what is going on. There is a fight of
domination going on around the subject and the jews do that to create social
unrest and hatred.

The brainwashing is at such level that people have actually bought that if you
don't walk with a flag up your asshole around and preach pedophilia in schools,
you are somehow "Against all gay, bi, or trans people" on a fundamental level.
That is the type of kike tactic they put out, sort of how they try to make people
who don't like the invasion of hordes into our countries, are called "Nazi psychotic
racist who hates other people only because of the color of their skin" over not
wanting to be replaced in our own country.
It's projected falsely as a hatred towards other Gentiles on a fundamental or
existential level, while most people are just caring for themselves, normally
agitated at this JEWISH phenomenon, and in the first place, this is what causes
hatred that would never otherwise exist.
Wrong advocacy can be worse than no advocacy, the jews know that very well.
And they enjoy taking the distress of particular groups of people and to rally them
as opposing factions within a civilization until it's come in heaps and ruins. That's
their specialty since time immemorial.
When jews become fed up on some achievement, such as for example, a certain
group gaining rights, such as a political party, they try to take it over, radicalize
everyone, and generally do everything possible to make it gross, decay it from the
inside, make people flat insane, and render them worthless to society, and a
pariah to everyone who accepted to see them on a better light.
Then everything falls apart and every progress made then regresses and all comes
to naught. This is done to all sorts of organizations such as labor unions, political
parties, social advocacy groups, environmental unions, corporations that start
good and end up being totally kiked and hated by the world, the list goes.
After a point the kikery reaches a point where anything that initially belonged to
Gentiles or any actual problem behind this is overlooked over the weight of the
chaos produced by what the jews have taken over. This should not in itself
invalidate the striving for rights but it is enough to condemn specific practices.
It's normal to care about your sexual rights but it's abnormal to want to recruit
children and hand them leaflets asking them sick shit only a predator would.

How this ends if it's successful is that good ideas die or come to nothing, or even
worse come to be hated. Think of how people are afraid of "Satanist Luciferians"
in Hollywood where these people do Jewish Kabbalah, praise Jesus all day long,
attack the Pagan Gods, but regardless use them as vessels for defamation and
infiltration.
This is just a typical infiltration tactic of taking over your enemy and making their
reputation fall apart while you effectively belong to the opposing camp yourself.
It's a tried and true warfare tactic, and spies implement the same techniques,
which are called "Subversion".
The United States is also another example of this. When the USSR [Soviet Russia]
fell and the US won the Cold War, the US received a huge injection of "Democratic
Socialists" [mask for saying Communists like Bernie] and generations of
Communists that infiltrated all positions of academia, press, and many other
places, and eventually turned the whole country to shit. This was the Communist
Plan B of takeover in case they lost their jewish temple of the USSR. A lot of
people in the modern Democratic party are also with the hammer and sickle
agenda at hand.
And then somehow as Yuri Bezmenov said you go from a totally "Against
Communism" Nation to a Nation that effectively has implemented Communist
policies and all your institutions are run by Karl Marx types who cash in all the
wealth of your civilization to teach you about how you need to give all your
wealth to jews in a modern "Soviet" Nation, somehow.
Jews practice the same in Western Civilization and Gentile Nations. They have
Israel, but they are in other Nations to take loot, influence, and bring it back
home, all while wrestling these Nations into chaos and nothingness. Examples
such as this is the NAMBLA and other insanities which they would never carry on
at home in Israel but they are happy to promote and own in the United States.
In Israel all the stuff they promote on "Goyim Nations" would be penalized and
outlawed such as open borders and all the other insane things that are anti-life
and obviously anti-survival. But when it comes to their enemies, they promote

these forcibly and mercilessly. Then Nations who do not stop this just fall apart.
Then, they all migrate again to another one and continue, repeating and
repeating, and keeping a global network going for looting, empowering Israel, and
having their control everywhere.
Understanding this is the case is fundamental in not only saving one's self, one's
rights, and one's Nation, but also one's very life.
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